TEAMSHEETS

Teamsheets will be forwarded to each Manager by the Friday prior to your match.

(Once you have your team jerseys, you can send an email with each players number (on
the back of their jersey) to either Michael Douglass michaeljohndouglass@gmail.com for
the men’s comp or Ross Campbell rossc28@optusnet.com.au for the women’s comp.
The relevant registrar will upload each players jersey number onto your teamsheet).
The HOME team (team listed on the left side of the teamsheet) is responsible for
printing out and taking the teamsheet to the game. (It’s not a bad exercise to print
out the teamsheet each week just in case the opposition forgets to bring it)! Both
teams will appear on the teamsheet.
If a player in your team is not playing a particular game, then please cross his/her
name off the team sheet.
Make sure you give the teamsheet to the opposition Manager in time for them to
make any changes before the game is due to start. Be aware of the Regulations to
assist you.
Once the teamsheet has been filled in, the home team Manager MUST give it to the
referee with a referees envelope, 5 minutes prior to the scheduled kick off time.
Referee envelopes are available from the club delegate.
At the end of the game both Managers are to check that the scores are correct, and
sign the teamsheet.
Referees are to post in the teamsheet or hand it in at the canteen. It is NOT your
responsibility. Where there is no referee, take the teamsheet to the canteen if you
are at Morrison Bay or Meadowbank, if not at these grounds then mail the teamsheet
to NWSWF, PO BOX 422, Cherrybrook NSW 2126.

Note : If you are “borrowing” a player from another team, it must be annotated on the

teamsheet. You cannot borrow more than 4 players from another team for a game.
All borrowed/upgraded players must be hand written on the teamsheet. Do not move
them into your team on Sporting Pulse if you don’t intend for them to stay there.
Remember, a maximum of 16 players only on a teamsheet, more than this will result
in a forfeit.
ID team sheets /cards
All teams will be issued with ID cards/sheet in 2016. It is a good idea that the team
Manager holds onto the ID cards/sheet for the whole team.
If you lose your ID card/sheet, there will be a charge for a replacement.

Managers are to check the opposition ID cards/sheet prior to the start of the game.
They are also allowed to check at ½ time. An official of the Association can check
them at any time.
Coaches and Managers will be issued with ID cards/bands and these are to be
visible at all games.

